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QUESTION: 64

In the cart from Analytics on CIFS operations/second by size, what size transfers
comprise nearly all of the I/O operations?

A. 128 KB
B. 64 KB
C. 60 KB
D. 8 KB

Answer: C
Explanation:
From the exhibit we see that 492 out of 493 Range averages are 59.5KB.

QUESTION: 65
Which three items allow you to restore data from a snapshot?

A. Mount the snapshot LUN and copy the data back
B. Clone the snapshot LUN and copy the data back
C. Click the rollback icon of a snapshot
D. Mount the share, change directories into the .zfs directory of the share, find the
snapshot (time sequenced), and copy the data

Answer: B, C, D
Explanation:
B (not A):LUNSnapshots cannot be accessed directly, though they can be used as a
rollback target or asthe source of a clone.
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Reference:
Sun ZFS Storage 7000 System Administration Guide, Snapshots

QUESTION: 66
Which is the supported way to show network interface configuration from the CLI?

A. ifconfig -a
B. configuration net interfaces show
C. status dashboard
D. mdb -k

Answer: B
Explanation:
Example:
caji:configuration net> interfaces show
Interfaces:
INTERFACE STATE CLASS LINKS ADDRS LABEL
nge0 up ip nge0 192.168.2.80/22 caji

Reference:
Sun ZFS Storage 7000 System Administration Guide

QUESTION: 67
Consider the following authorizations for a role called davidadmin, assigned to user
david:
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Which statement is true?

A. David can create shares in the project “david”
B. David can snap and clone shares in project “hank”
C. David can define new users
D. David can reboot the appliance
E. David can define what protocols will be used to access LUNS or shares within
project “david”

Answer: B
Explanation:
David has the permission clone and takeSnap on the project nas.pool-0.hank.

QUESTION: 68
Which service uses IDMAP to associate Windows and UNIX identities?

A. SMTP
B. CIFS
C. NTP
D. DNS

Answer: B
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Explanation:
The Solaris CIFS service determines the Windows user's Solaris credentials by using the
idmapd service to map the SIDs in the user's Windows access token to UIDs and GIDs,
as appropriate. The service checks the mappings and if a match for the Windows
domain name and Windows entity name is found, the Solaris UID or GID is taken from
the matching entry. If no match is found, an ephemeral UID or GID is dynamically
allocated.
Note:idmapis an iIdentityMapping service for POSIX and Windows identity conversion.

Reference:
Solaris CIFS Administration Guide,Identity Mapping Administration

QUESTION: 69
For workloads with highly random I/O, such as virtualization, what data profile for log
SSDs provides the BEST performance for 7000-series systems with Log SSDs?

A. Mirrored
B. Striped
C. Double parity RAID
D. Single parity RAID

Answer: B
Explanation:
Striped. Data is striped across disks, with no redundancy whatsoever. While this
maximizes both performance and capacity, it comes at great cost: a single disk failure
will result in data loss. This configuration is not recommended, and should only be used
when data loss is considered to be an acceptable trade off for marginal gains in capacity
and performance.

Reference:
Sun ZFS Storage 7000 System Administration Guide,Profile Configuration

QUESTION: 70
Which record Size is optimal for sequential read and write I/O of any size, such as
online redo log, and large block random read and write I/O?

A. 8 KB
B. 64 KB
C. 128 KB
D. 256 KB
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Example:After data has been prefetched, the application may then request it with its
own ARC accesses. Note that the sizes may be different: prefetch may occur with a 128
Kbyte I/O size, while the application may be reading with an 8 Kbyte I/O size. For
example, the following doesn't appear directly related:
* data hits: 368
* prefetch data misses: 23
However it may be: if prefetch was requesting with a 128 KByte I/O size, 23 x 128 =
2944 Kbytes. And if the application was requesting with an 8 Kbyte I/O size, 368 x 8 =
2944 Kbytes.
Note:Prefetch is a mechanism to improve the performance of streaming read workloads.
It examinesI/O activity to identify sequential reads, and can issue extra reads ahead of
time so that the datacan be in cache before the application requests it.

Reference:
Sun ZFS Storage 7000 System Administration Guide, Prefetch
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